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ABSTRACT

AN INTERACTIVE SYSTEM FOR THE ESTIMATION OF EMISSIVITY OF A
WAFER IN A RAPID THERMAL PROCESSING CHAMBER

by
Maurizio Fulco

Rapid thermal processing (RTP) is a method of thermally processing wafers for the

manufacture of integrated circuits. During the thermal processing of wafers, it is essential

that the wafer temperature follow a pre-specified temperature trajectory and that the

temperature across the wafer be uniform especially at high temperatures. To ensure that

the above objectives of RTP temperature control be met at any time during the process,

the estimation of some parameters of the process is of fundamental importance in the

design of the control system.

This thesis demonstrates the implementation of an interactive software system in

which the emissivity of wafers in a 3-zone RTP station can be estimated on-line. The

simulation of the RTP system is performed to ensure the proper performance of the

estimator and the closed loop control system. In addition, it is necessary for the control of

temperature uniformity of the wafer to implement simulations of the control system and

to experiment with new ways to obtain states and parameters estimations.

The implementation of the system is carried out on a Pentium based PC using

LabVIEW and G Math Toolkit with the full advantages of graphical programming or G.

The capabilities of LabVIEW to directly interface with the system using the data

acquisition boards provided motivates the utilization of this software system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rapid Thermal Processing

Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) is an advanced method of semiconductor manufacturing

in which silicon wafers undergo a number of processing steps quickly, typically at high

temperatures. In the RTP method, a single wafer is processed separately in a single, small

chamber. High levels of radiation from a lamp array are applied directly to the wafer,

eventually rising its temperature to high values. The wafer is then kept at a high

temperature for the amount of time needed for processing. When the thermal process is

complete, the wafer is cooled down. The control of the pre-specified process temperature

trajectory and the control of the temperature uniformity across the surface of the wafer are

the main issues investigated by researchers in order to improve the technology of RTP. A

temperature uniformity of 1K is a typical performance goal. The improvements will

advance the state-of-the-art in semiconductor manufacturing. [1]

The RTP method promises process-related improvements over conventional batch

processing methods. In conventional methods, many wafers are simultaneously treated

thermally in large temperature controlled furnaces. The thermal processing of the wafers

with this procedure is slow, usually in terms of minutes or even hours. Speed is limited by

the large thermal masses of the oven walls, which increases the thermal cost of the

process. The processing step such as oxidation occurs only at high temperatures. At such

high temperatures, the problem of diffusion and thermal shock becomes an important

factor. Therefore, the length of time at which the wafers are subjected to high

1
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temperatures presents a problem as the circuit scaling continues to shrink as is the current

trend in the semiconductor industry.

Some advantages of rapid thermal processing of the wafer are the reduction of the

processing time, which implies reduction of the overall thermal cost of processing a

wafer. The thermal mass of the RTP chamber is reduced due to the smaller dimensions of

the chamber relative to the conventional oven and also due to the fact that the walls of the

reaction chamber are water-cooled and remain at room temperature. Another advantage of

rapid thermal processing is the inherent flexibility associated with the method. By being

able to specify the temperature trajectory in time, many different types of processing can

be accomplished by a single RTP station. This flexibility makes the RTP method more

suitable for the programmable factory environment. A diagram of an RTP chamber is

given in figure 1.1.

During rapid thermal processing it is essential that the RTP station has the ability

to follow a given process temperature trajectory, and to maintain uniformity of the

temperature across the surface of the wafer while following the process temperature

trajectory. The close proximity of the wafer being processed to the heat source, and the

inherent lack of thermal stability inside the processing chamber makes the uniformity

issue a difficult one to solve. The problem of controlling RTP systems by using different

methods has been studied in previous researches with satisfactory results [1],[2].
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Figure 1.1 Diagram of an RTP chamber.

1.2 Description of the RTP System

A typical axi-symmetrical RTP system comprises a cylindrical reaction chamber housing

a circular semiconductor wafer and a bank of high-power tungsten-quartz lamps which

are used to heat the wafer by infrared radiation. The lamps, which are arranged in

concentric rings, are positioned above a quartz window over the reaction chamber. Each

ring of lamps is independently controlled to achieve the desired temperature profile.

The system under investigation at NET is an experimental 3-zone TI-designed

RTP system. It has three concentric rings, with 1, 12, and 24 lamps, respectively. The
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rated power of the central lamp is two kW whereas the lamps in the remaining two rings

are one kW each. The semiconductor wafer is positioned 0.085" below a quartz window

and is supported by a three-pin wafer holder. The stainless-steel walls of the RTP

chamber are water-cooled to provide a constant temperature of approximately 300 K. The

quartz window at the top of the chamber is water-cooled at the edges. In addition, the

quartz window is cooled by room temperature air being blown over its top surface. The

ambient in the process chamber may be vacuum or a process gas, depending on the

thermal process being performed.

In the system under investigation, the temperature of the wafer is sensed by means

of thermocouples mounted along a radial line of the wafer for experimental purposes

only. The processed output of the sensors are input to the control computer which

implements the controller and the observer to produce a set of independent control

commands to the lamp rings. The chamber has also provisions for a remote infrared

temperature sensor through a sapphire window at the bottom. As a preferred alternative,

the radiative energy of the wafer can be measured to monitor its temperature using a non-

contacting device such as a multi-wavelength imaging pyrometer.

1.3 Necessity for Estimation of Emissivity

A challenge in RTP temperature control is the accurate measurement of the wafer

temperature at a multitude of points across the surface. The most widely used techniques

for temperature measurements in RTP systems are thermocouples and pyrometers [20J.

Thermocouples are used in experiments to develop and test feedback control algorithms

and calibrate pyrometers. However, their use in production line is not realistic since
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thermocouples must maintain contact with the wafer being processed. By contrast,

pyrometers are contact-less devices which have the ability to measure the temperature of

the wafer without touching it. A problem arises when using pyrometers. Pyrometers do

not measure the temperature directly but they measure the intensity of the thermal

radiation emitted from a particular point of the wafer. In this case, the emissivity of the

wafer being processed is needed to convert from radiant power to temperature.

According to Planck's radiation theory, the radiation from the heated wafer that

reaches a pyrometer is given by

wafer at a given wavelength, angle of incidence, and plane of polarization to that emitted

from a black body under the same conditions. The spectral emissivity of an object in

thermal equilibrium at a given wavelength, angle of incidence, and plane of polarization,

wafer changes as the processing temperature of the wafer changes. Also, the emissivity of

a wafer will have large variations if the wafer has surface coatings, such as poly-silicon

film deposited over a dielectric layer. These variations can introduce serious difficulties

in conventional pyrometry. Furthermore, other system components such as stray radiation

from the lamps can affect the pyrometer signal, but the effect of stray lamp radiation can
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be minimized by various filtering methods. However, the spectral emissivity of the wafer

must be known, if using pyrometers, to account for deviations from black body behavior.

Unknown wafer emissivity remains a problem.

an incorrect temperature measurement given by the following expression will be

introduced [21]

introduced if the emissivity was incorrectly set at the pyrometer wavelength. The spectral

emissivity of a pure silicon wafer at 800°C and at a wavelength of 1µm has a value of

0.662. If a layer of oxide of thickness of 0.41m covered by a layer of poly-silicon of the

same thickness is deposited on the wafer the spectral emissivity of the wafer becomes

0.178. A pyrometer calibrated on pure silicon would measure a temperature of 704°C for

the coated wafer instead of the actual temperature of 800°C. The error would be larger if

the pyrometer wavelength falls in a range where the spectral emissivity changes rapidly

with film thickness. The above discussion clearly demonstrates that finding algorithms

and methods to estimate the emissivity on line during the process is essential to account

for wafer-to-wafer variations.

The inverse function of (1.1) is
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where T is the temperature in K of the spot on the wafer where the pyrometer is focused,

in µm, and Є  is the emissivity estimated in real time.

The objective of the present research is to propose an interactive software system

which demonstrates that the emissivity of wafers in a RTP chamber can be estimated for

different temperatures and wavelengths. The parameter's emissivity estimation is

implemented by the persistent excitation of the radiation from the lamps and the

introduction of a dynamic observer.

1.4 Research Objective

The objectives of this thesis are to generally describe the physical models and to

demonstrate the computer interfacing and the control of the interactive system. Several

general useful emissivity models are suggested and presented. The nature of these models

is such that, although they may describe the correct trend in typical situations, the

parameters of the models are almost never known with sufficient accuracy. In this

situation, the application of a non-linear observer is justified. An interactive computer

system when connected to an RTP station gives one the freedom to experiment with

different models and observers. The system is designed so as to collect real time

measurements and use the data for a quick assessment and analysis of the models. It also

provides on-line information about appropriate emissivity models derived from physical
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theories and situations where these models may be used. In addition, the State Dependent

Riccati Equation Filter (SDREF) derived elsewhere is applied to this system to estimate

states and disturbance parameters [18], [19]. The simulation results are shown in this

work.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a brief summary of the wavelength dependent emissivity models

used in the demonstration of the interactive software system as well as the dynamic model

of the RTP station used in the simulation. The model based adaptive controller is also

presented since it was used in the SDREF simulations. The adaptive control law was

derived in [2].

2.2 Wavelength Dependent Emissivity Models

RTP processing for semiconductor wafers occur at temperatures low enough so that the

contributions to the emissivity at short wavelengths (less than 1.0 µm) is negligible. Two

and under certain conditions (e.g. lightly doped Si), the emissivity is a sensitive function

of the emissivity, e, on wavelength is that due to free carrier absorption for photon

[4]. The absorption properties and the corresponding emissivity of Si as a function of

temperature and wavelength have been detailed elsewhere in a rather extensive review

[5].

9
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temperature T, have been selected as a basis for this demonstration, One consists of (a) an

emissivity function which is a non-linear function of the parameters, p, [6] and the other

[6] of (b) an emissivity function which is a linear function of these same parameters, p.

In case (a), the emissivity function can be separated into two distinct regions. The

formalized in the non-linear (with respect to the parameter, p) case as

where p = (p1,...,pn,) is an n-dimensional parameter n = 1,2,3, and

In case (b), which applies for the conditions where the functions are linear with respect to

the parameters, p, we can write

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy [4], a special mathematical treatment of
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experimentally measured spectral data, show that a valid approximation for the wafer

emissivity as a function of wavelength in the working interval [I, 2511m] is

The dynamic observer depends on the model that is selected.

2.3 Heat Transfer Model for the Wavelength-dependent Emissivity of a Wafer

In a manner similar to [7], the differential equation for the temperature on the wafer with

emissivity model (2.5) in an axi-symmetrical RTP chamber is

where, from radiation heat transfer theory as applied to an opaque diffusive body like

silicon at high temperatures, the function Fj(T) is calculated by the formula

where p is the density, c(T) is the specific heat of silicon, h is the thickness of the wafer, S

is a parameter which accounts for convection and environmental heat flux, and G(U) is

the heat flux generated by the vector U (control voltages applied to the lamp rings).

Planck(λ,T) is the Planck function for black-body radiation given by
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where h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, and c is the speed of light. It is

transfer equation (2.7). Using the experimental finding - eq. (2.6)- instead of the more

general case of equation (2.5), this translates to evaluating the integral

[15] The result of the integral is α1T 4-1 .

The emission function E(T), defined as the heat flux emitted via radiation from

the unit area of the wafer is calculated by the formula

If the emissivity model is characterized by equation (2.6), the value for the emission

function after the calculation of the integral above is

where the α1 values were calculated in [15], and cis Stefan-Boltzman constant

The dynamic model for RTP temperature control of a thin silicon wafer in an axi-

symmetric system with three rings of heating lamps using the above emission function
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calculated using the emissivity model (2.6) is described by the following partial

differential equation

where R is the radius of the wafer, h is the wafer thickness, r is the radial position along

the wafer, p is the density of the wafer material, T(r,t) is the temperature of the wafer at

point r at time t, c(T(r,t)) is the specific heat of the wafer, and k(T(r,t)) is the thermal

conductivity of the wafer. The above partial differential equation (2.11) incorporates:

1. Nonlinear lamp ring radiation functions G1 relating the voltage U in the range 0-5

Volts supplied to the lth ring of heating lamps to the heat power reaching the surface of

the wafer.

2. The heat flux S(r,t) to and from the edge of the wafer representing convection and not

modelled environmental and disturbance flux.

3. The control function u1(t) which represents the power emitted by the lth ring of

heating lamps. It is evident that for realistic control this function must be set ≥  0.

For the emissivity model (2.1), the equation is
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2.4 RTP Dynamic Model

The dynamic model of the RTP system used to implement the RTP simulator, controller,

and observer exploits the circular symmetry of the physical configuration where the state

variables are the coefficients of a Bessel function expansion. Parameters of the model are

derived from experimental data obtained from the actual RTP system.

An investigation reported in [15] has shown by finite element analysis that the

temperature distribution in a semiconductor wafer T(r,t) can be represented by the

following Bessel function

where Jo(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of zero order, µ 1= 3.8317,and

temperature. The coefficient xi (t) is the average deviation from the reference uniform

temperature profile.

differences between the temperature of the wafer and the reference temperature. They

also represent the state variables of the system and satisfy the following state ordinary

differential equations:
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The simulation runs were conducted for the silicon wafer of R = 76.2 mm radius,

h = 0.635 mm thickness, and p = 2330 kg/m 3 . Three thermocouples are used for output

temperature measurements at three different points along a radial line, ri=0, r2= 23 mm,

and r3= 46 mm. The temperature dependent specific heat c(7) and thermal conductivity

k(T) are given in Table 1, and the temperature dependent emissivity is given in Table 2.

Table 2.1 Temperature Dependent Specific Heat c and Thermal Conductivity k for
Silicon.

Table 2.2 Temperature Dependent Emissivity for Silicon.

The coefficients Gln were derived in an identification experiment reported in [171

According to this work these estimated values are the following:
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The above state equations can also be represented in matrix form, a notation

which will become handy when the state-dependent Riccati equation technique is used to

estimate the states and the parameters of the system. The representation of the system in

matrix form is the following:

where the matrices A, and B are defined as follows

The matrices C and E are defined as follows
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2.5 Adaptive Control Algorithm

An algorithm of an adaptive control system for this RTP station was developed and

implemented in [2]. The same algorithm is used here and is presented for reference. The

controller is needed for the generation of the persistent excitation necessary for the

observer used to estimate the parameter emissivity and for the simulation of the state

dependent Riccati equation filter presented later in this thesis for which the observed

states and parameters are fed back into the controller. The control algorithm is also

needed for the generation of the control functions that later can be converted to the

control voltages to the lamp rings. The state variables and the disturbance parameter

vector S are required for the algorithm.
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The controller is designed according to the separation principle in which it is

assumed that the state variables and the parameters are measurable or known a priori.

Then, the unknown parameters are estimated by the available observers.

The feedback control law was derived using the method of feedback linearization

derivation of the feedback control is derived in [2]. There, the control algorithm is

represented in the form u G-1 V(t,x,S) where V is the following feedback control law

eigenvalues must be positive and their maximum values are limited by physical

constraints. Eigenvalues were chosen to be equal and to have a maximum upper bound of

I for convenience. Suitable values were obtained by linear programming method [2].

2.6 Simulation Results

A simulation was run to ensure proper operation of the controller using the RTP model

described in paragraph 2.4 and the adaptive control law of paragraph 2.5 and assuming

that the states are measured from the three thermocouple measurements and the
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disturbance parameters are known. The observers of chapter 3 will be inserted in the

closed loop control system to estimate the parameters that in these simulations are

assumed known. Simulation graphs are presented in the following figures.

Figure 2.1 Open Loop Control Simulation Results



Figure 2.3 Control functions that provide temperature tracking and control
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CHAPTER 3

DYNAMIC OBSERVERS FOR WAFER EMISSIVITY ESTIMATION

3.1 Introduction

An observer is a dynamic system [9], usually implemented by a computer model,

designed to provide estimates of the states or other parameters of the system that cannot

be measured directly. Observers in general are driven by the outputs of the physical (or

simulated) system, the plant, and by the inputs to the plant. The plant to control here is an

RTP station that consists of the lamps (actuators) and of the wafer whose temperature is

the process to be controlled. The inputs to the plant are the control voltages applied to the

lamps, while the states (also the outputs) are the measured temperatures at various points

of the wafer. The observer is then driven by the measured temperatures from the

thermocouples and by the persistent excitation of the temperature trajectory provided by

the control voltage applied to the lamps. If the observer is designed correctly, the states of

the observer will converge to the states or parameters of the plant, whichever are to be

estimated. Using the temperature measurements, we will be able to estimate the

parameters of emissivity models and also the states and disturbance parameters. Two

popular estimators, a reduced order non-linear estimator, and a State Dependent Riccati

Equation Filter were chosen for wavelength dependent emissivity identification and state

and parameters estimation.

3.2 Non-linear Reduced Order Observer

The non-linear reduced order observer is based on the method outlined in [10]. The

21
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where x is the state of the process, u is the control input, and 0 is a vector of parameter to

Given the dynamic process of equation (2.6), repeated here for convenience,

where T is the temperature of the wafer at various points, G(U) is the heat flux generated

by the vector U (control voltages applied to the lamp rings) and pi are the parameters to

be estimated, the non-linear reduced order observer can be presented in the form obtained

following the above observer algorithm

where 15i are the parameter estimates.

estimated parameters to their actual values. The interactive system permits the designer to

choose the dynamic model and consequent observer equations for the system under

investigation, and test the choice on line. The ultimate objective is again convergence of

the estimation error to zero. The requirements for using non-linear reduced order

observers for parameter emissivity estimation are that temperature trajectories T(t) be
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persistently excited and that the dynamic model equation be linear to parameters to be

estimated. The persistent excitation is implemented by the control U which should

maintain a near uniform temperature trajectory around some specified value. The

requirement that the dynamics are linear in the parameters to be estimated implies that

F1(7) in the dynamic equation (2.6) does not contain the parameter p. Equation (2.7)

satisfies this requirement. The development of {10] should be consulted to aid in the

determination of this type of observer. A block diagram of the architecture of parameter

estimation based on reduced order observer is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Reduced order observer for emissivity estimation

The results of the simulations using the LabVIEW software implementation for

this observer using the emissivity model above are shown in chapter 5.
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3.3 State Dependent Riccati Equation Filter

In this section, a method referred to as the state dependent algebraic Riccati equation

filter (SDREF) is used in the development of states and parameters estimators for use in

closed loop control of rapid thermal processing systems. The simulation results of

implementing the SDREF as the state and parameter estimator for the adaptive control

algorithm outlined in section 2.5 are presented. The SDREF is developed for use with

thermocouples as temperature sensors. Therefore, the temperature equations that

characterize the development of the RTP model of chapter 2 are used.

The SDREF, derived by constructing the dual of a non linear regulator control

design technique [18] which involves the solution of a state dependent Riccati equation,

technique and filter design have been developed and proposed in [19]. Consider the

stochastic non linear system

where w and v are Gaussian zero-mean white noise processes. The SDREF method is

based on a non-unique parameterization that brings the non-linear control system to a

linear structure having state dependent coefficients as follows
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where

and P is the positive definite solution to the state dependent Riccati equation

The matrices A(x) and C(x) were given in section 2.5. The routine that solves the ARE

and produces the gain matrix Kf is given in Appendix A. The following simulations for

state and parameters estimation were done using a software tool ALSIM that permits

solving of differential equations and contains the routine that solves the Riccati equation.

The simulations were run using the following values: R = 0.01 and Q = 0.75 diag(3). The

gain matrix was updated every 0.1 sec. The results of the simulations when the initial

states of the observer were set to the initial states of the system are shown in figure 3.2 for

both the real and estimated states. Figure 3.3 illustrates the errors on the states which

remain at the same zero order of magnitude throughout the integration interval. Notice, in

addition, that, in this case, the filter does not present a convergence transient.



Figure 3.3 Errors on states xi, x2, x3 (same initial conditions)
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The results of the simulations when the initial states of the observer were not set

equal to the initial states of the system are shown in figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 for both the

real and estimated states. Notice that the observer exhibits a smooth behavior.

Convergence of the estimated values to the real values is achieved after about 2 seconds.

The unknown parameters of the system, S, are also estimated using the SDREF.

These parameters are included in the models augmenting the state matrices.

Figure 3.4 Real and estimated state x1



Figure 3.6 Real and estimated state x3

28
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The estimated unknown parameters S are shown in figure 3.7. The results of the closed

loop control simulation in which the estimated parameters were fed back into the

controller are shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7 Estimated Parameters S1=100, S2= -100, S3=10



Figure 3.8 Closed-loop control with SDREF as parameter estimator

Figure 3.9 shows plots comparing the measured temperatures against the reference

trajectory as well as comparison of two measured temperatures against one another. The

plots show that the convergence of the measured temperatures to the reference

temperature is fast even during the ramp up period. The uniformity of the measured

temperatures is observed to be quite good.

30



Figure 3.9 Comparison of measured temperature vs. reference trajectory

3.4 SDREF for Emissivity Estimation

This observer has better application when the model chosen is a non linear function of

parameters. in fact this model is applied to the equation of dynamics (2.8) for the

emissivity model (2.1). This model, which utilizes thermocouple sensors for temperature

measurements, suggests an equation in a (non-unique) state-dependent matrix form called

"parametrization":
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where w is an artificially added random vector (white noise) with covariance matrix W,

and v is an artificially added random scalar (white noise) with covariance V. Covariance

matrices W and V can be chosen to optimize the behavior of the filter. The prudent design

of the SDREF is a procedure that provides an intelligent choice of parametrization, i.e.

matrices FTT and FTP, and the noise covariance matrices W and V. The implementation of

the SDREF consists of an application of Kalman filtering, which is a solution of Riccati

equation for state-dependent matrices of equation (3.5).

SDREF, as well as the non-linear reduced order observer, requires a persistently

excited temperature trajectory. The necessity of the persistent excitation is illustrated in

figure 3.10, where SDREF was used for estimation of total effective emissivity of the

wafer degraded by noise. Convergence of the estimate to the actual value of emissivity is

reliable when the temperature is changing quickly. However, the estimate diverges when

the temperature approaches steady state value. Persistent excitation prevents the

divergence, therefore it is of paramount importance. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the

necessity of persistent excitation. The emissivity estimate, with the initial value of 0.7,

converges to the noisy actual emissivity before the temperature approaches a steady state

value at the time of about 12 seconds. At this time it is shown that the emissivity's

estimate starts to diverge. Persistent excitation is necessary at this moment to guarantee

an accurate estimation.



Figure 3.10 Temperature profile, emissivity, and their estimates
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

The interactive system has been implemented on a pentium based PC using LabVIEW®

[11] and G Math Toolkit [12]. The advantage of using this software is a new approach for

solving analytical problems. The use of graphical programming G simplifies the task of

programming long lines of written code. The modularity of the program can be

maintained with the use of virtual instruments (VI) and subVl that can be programmed

independently, called and linked together by the main program. The power and speed of

the pentium processor is enough for the purpose of implementing the control algorithm

and the estimation algorithm for application in an RTP station.

4.2 LabVIEW Features

LabVIEW® is a graphical programming tool developed by National Instruments with

which one can graphically illustrate a real-time system as a block diagram. It is

particularly adept for applications where real-time measurements and control of variables

are needed. Data is collected with appropriate data acquisition boards, it is analyzed with

flexible and powerful tools and it is graphically presented in a user-friendly environment.

The virtual instrument (VI) is responsible for data acquisition and control, data analysis,

and data presentation. VIs are the software modules each containing some useful part of

the program that can be run independently. An icon can be assigned to each VI so that it

can be called during the compiling of the program to perform the specific function for

which it was designed. A VI can also be reused at a later time for other applications, even
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if it was not designed specifically for them. In addition, another user has the freedom to

modify the virtual instrument to meet his changing application needs. For example, a VI

can be built that uses some data analysis algorithm to transform acquired or simulated

data from another VI into useful information; after being analyzed, the same data can be

passed to another VI that acts like a graphical user interface (GUI) to display it in a

friendly way. A standard architecture of the example above for measurement and

instrumentation is shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 A standard architecture for measurement and instrumentation

The acquisition component is in general implemented by a combination of hardware and

software, unless data is created by simulation, in which case only software is used to

generate data. The analysis component and presentation component are implemented by

software. The data flow is shown in the block diagram. With graphical programming,

which is the fundamental characteristics of LabVIEW, it is easy to control the data flow.

LabView features a graphical compiler that generates optimized compiled code.

VIs execute at speeds comparable to those of compiled programs. LabVIEW version 4.0
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running on a 120 MHz Pentium processor based PC using Windows 95® operating

system was used for the work in this thesis.

4.3 Programming in LabVIEW

The concepts of object oriented and data-flow programming are the basis of LabVIEW

modern programming approach. LabVIEW uses a block diagram programming

methodology. The block diagram approach to programming is consistent with the design

notation of flow charts and block diagrams. The development of automated

measurements and instrumentation systems is simplified by this approach to

programming. Instead of using lengthy codes of conventional, text based languages, block

diagrams are used with several advantages. First of all, block diagrams are easily

interpreted. Second, this methodology is inherently self-documenting. With front panels,

block diagrams, and icons, a complete pictorial description of the system is obtained.

Examples of front panels, block diagrams, and icons for our implementation are shown in

figures 4.2, and 4.3.

The front panels (figure 4.2) provide a graphical user interface and intuitive

control of instrumentation. Front panels introduce a new level of interactivity to real-time

measurements and analysis. In the interactive system for emissivity estimation, we use the

core feature of the G Math Tool which makes manipulation of formulae on LabVIEW

front panels possible.



Figure 4.2 LabVIEW front panel interface
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Figure 4.3 LabVIEW block diagram for process analysis

The block diagram (figure 4.3) is where the actual programming is implemented. This

type of programming is called data-flow programming. Data-flow programming dictates

that an object may not execute until all of its inputs are available, and the object's outputs

are not available until the object's function is completed. Thus, the flow of data between

connected objects controls the execution order. The execution order is not constrained to

the sequential order of lines from a text-based program. Once the data is available, it

follows the path designed by simply connecting functional blocks together. Even multiple
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data paths, and consequently simultaneous operations can be performed. As in traditional,

text-based programming languages, the need of structures that control the block diagram

function execution is of primary importance. Program control structures included in

LabVIEW are Sequence, If Statement, For Loop, and While Loop. These structures are

graphically depicted as border structures like those shown in figure 4.3. Just as a code is

imbedded into the lines of a structure in a conventional programming language, graphical

functions and icons are placed within the borders of graphical structures.

Modularity of the program is guaranteed by this approach to software design. In

fact, LabVIEW is a hierarchical system. Any virtual instrument can serve as a sub-routine

for another VI. A VI can be used as a sub-VI by adding its icon in the block diagram

(figure 4.3 ). A sub-VI can be opened and run interactively to verify correct operation. If

used as a sub-VI, the data passed to the icon is the same information supplied through the

VI's front panel. To the application of the work in this thesis, the interactivity results in a

programming environment in which we can rapidly design, combine, interchange, and

share VIs.

4.4 System Architecture

A block diagram of the system is presented in figure 4.4. Every block inside the dashed

line is implemented by the PC using codes in LabVIEW. The RTP simulator creates the

temperature of the wafer as it would be measured by the thermocouple sensors in

accordance with the assumed model. However, the current implementation can be easily

upgraded to incorporate optical pyrometers for temperature measurement. The measured

temperature is fed into the controller algorithm whose purpose is to apply the persistent
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excitation to the lamps necessary to guarantee an accurate estimation. The necessity for

persistent estimation was explained in the observer design chapter and a graphical

explanation will be given in the next chapter where the simulation results will be shown.

Figure 4.4 Architecture of the interactive system of emissivity estimation

The temperature measurement is also fed into the observer which is responsible for the

estimation of emissivity. The user interface performs the monitoring of the simulation

experiments and it is the interactive environment. The user interface block includes the

virtual instruments responsible for the user interaction with the system. Controllers and

observers parameters and formulas can be changed prior to the simulation experiment to

incorporate different models of wafer emissivity and RTP heat transfer dynamic models

depending on the application. The different models can be selected interactively on site

depending on the experiment. The front panel of figure 4.5 shows that by a point and

click operation a model of the wavelength dependent emissivity can be chosen according
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to the experiment being conducted. If, for example, an emissivity model which is linear

with respect to parameters is chosen for the experiment, then the box that performs an

estimation of the emissivity of the wafer for a linear model must be pointed and clicked.

In the LabVIEW environment this corresponds to model 1 because when the mouse is

brought close to the model 1 box an help window appears that describes which emissivity

model is used if this box is clicked. When the box model 1 is clicked the following front

panel appears as in figure 4.6 and the simulation starts with the estimation of the

parameters necessary for the estimation of emissivity.

Figure 4.5 Front panel for the selection of the model



Figure 4.6 Front panel for the estimation of parameters
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

The estimation of wavelength-dependent emissivity of the wafer using the simulated

interactive system is presented here for the conditions in which the emissivity model is a

linear function of parameters. As a reference, we take previous experimental runs done on

the same model [8] but using our different implementation method which uses LabVIEW

programming. The results of [8] were satisfactory so we use the same approach of solving

the problem of estimating the emissivity of the wafer in an RTP chamber. The purpose

here is to verify that the implementation using LabVIEW programming works correctly

and gives comparable results. The theoretical work, presented in [7], is summarized here

for reference purpose only.

5.2 Theory

In chapter 2, generic equations that identify different emissivity models were given and

observers for the different models were proposed in chapter 3. To perform the simulation

of estimation of emissivity a specific model was selected after investigations with Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectrometry [7] have shown that a valid approximation of the wafer

emissivity e as a function of wavelength A, and temperature T is

temperature dependent parameters p1 (T). The equation for the emission function E(T), the
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heat flux emitted via radiation from the unit area of the wafer with above emissivity is

[13]

design, a uniform and persistently excited temperature trajectory near To is needed in

order to estimate the parameters pi , 1.0,1,2. A TI designed RTP equipment and an

adaptive closed-loop temperature control have been used to generate the required

persistent excitation. The generated reference temperature trajectory can be described by

the following equations:

where x(t) is calculated from the following differential equation:

with pi by the following equation:

The differential equation (5.4) contains parameters that are not easy to identify because

the following approximation is used
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5.3 Dynamic Observer

The equations of the dynamic observer chosen for this particular model, and used to

estimate parameters a l of equation (5.8) are shown below:

the observer.

The equations of states zr of the observer can be derived after the control function

g(U) is adequately chosen. The purpose is to remove the control function from the

observer state equations. An impulse function was chosen as the control function[7].



for which the result is obtained

approximations of integrals. The state equations for the observer are obtained by

integrating equations (5.9), expanded as follow for convenience:
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which the impulse function is applied, T(t-0) is the temperature reading just before the

impulse function is applied, and T(t+0) is the temperature reading just after the impulse

function is applied. The above observer state equations are obtained noticing that when

5.4 Simulation Study

desired temperature trajectory can be obtained using the following experiment. The

repeated this way. The part of the trajectory in the cooling down period, to be specific,

real time adaptive controller implementation[8]. The data recorded on file represents the

trajectory equivalent to the temperature output as if the impulse control was applied[8].
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The simulation run using LabVIEW program shows convergence of the estimated

parameters a i to the values calculated using an initial wavelength-dependent emissivity

formula

at temperature To = 600°K. The coefficients derived from above equations are

the above values is shown in figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the emissivity function

calculated from the estimated parameters.



Figure 5.1 Estimation of parameters in simulation
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Figure 5.2 Emissivity function of estimated parameters
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This thesis has attacked the challenging problem of estimating unknown parameters,

among which the silicon wafer's emissivity as a function of wavelength emitted, when

the wafer is being processed in a Rapid Thermal Processing system. By building an

interactive LabVIEW based application we have provided a solution that utilizes a

physical model and an appropriate observer to estimate the emissivity. The importance of

the interactive interface cannot be overemphasized. This involves measuring the

temperature of the wafer being processed by means of pyrometers and display results in

real time including data analysis. In addition, initial conditions and other parameters must

be easily modifiable during experiments. The system was designed to provide enough

flexibility during the real time experiment.

As a way of improving the performance of the current control system, the

simulation of the system using the State Dependent Riccati Equation Filter was

implemented and the convergence of the observer was demonstrated. The simulation was

carried out with the observer inserted in the closed-loop control system were the

controller was already designed using an adaptive control algorithm. The proposed

observer provided good estimation of the states. In addition, using the SDRE filter we

were able to estimate the unmodelled heat flux disturbance parameters. The latter

parameters were assumed to be constant so that parametrization of the system in an

augmented form was possible. The SDRE method provides a systematic approach for the

design of nonlinear observers.
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APPENDIX A

RTP ALSIM SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING
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APPENDIX B

LabVIEW DOCUMENTATION
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